
DEAR MENLO FAMILY, 
In August, Session authorized the formation of the Investigative Advisory Committee (IAC) to 
interview and recommend a new, independent fact finding firm with expertise in child safety and 
sexual abuse investigations. This was done to address concerns stemming from the first investigation 
and to specifically determine if any misconduct occurred with the volunteer in question, now that his 
identity has been made public.

As the Investigative Advisory Committee charged with overseeing the supplemental investigation, 
we wanted to reach out to provide you an update of where we are and where we are headed. After 
Session selected and formed this committee over a month ago, they conscientiously stepped away to 
allow us the independence to pursue this new investigation. Since formed, our committee has been 
meeting weekly to understand the process and findings of the first investigation and begin to define 
the scope of the new investigation. We’ve also been researching various firms who might be able to 
conduct the second investigation and are now scheduling interviews with them for the coming weeks. 
Once selected, we expect the firm leading the investigation to commence with a review of the first 
investigation, conduct additional interviews, and conclude with findings and recommendations.

We do not take this responsibility lightly and we greatly covet your prayers. We also ask for your 
patience as we thoroughly examine everything before us. During this time, it is our intent to try 
to keep you, the church body, informed on what we are doing with occasional updates but please 
understand the need to also protect the integrity of the new investigation once it starts and 
people are being interviewed. Rest assured, we have asked many difficult questions in our quest to 
understand what took place and commit to continue doing so moving forward. 

 If you have any questions for our committee, or are aware of any pertinent information we should 
look into or be made aware of, please don’t hesitate to email us at iac@menlo.church. Additional 
FAQs regarding the initial investigation can be found below.

Your Investigative Advisory Committee,

L I S A  C A R H A R T  Associate Campus Pastor, resting elder, parent, and staff representative

A M Y  H S I E H  resting elder, parent and Menlo Park campus volunteer

C H R I S  H S I U N G  parent and San Mateo campus volunteer 

PA U L  M E R R I L L  pastor, Chair and representative of ECO Bluewater Presbytery 

C A R O L I N E  T U A N  parent and San Mateo campus volunteer 
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